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The next generation of social publishing. Graphic.ly is a new form of social publishing based on dynamic, interactive, and
deeply immersive comics. Our products can be described as online-only social networks. We feature a browser-based software
that enables our users to interact and share online using creative, functional, and dynamic comics, which we call “Live Comics.”

A: I've been digging around in some of the service's code. Their contract is, essentially, to let users upload the files of their
comics and strip (or strip of their comics) and use that content to fill out their website. They're free to sell the comics they

upload, or allow users to pay them directly for their content. Their first real product is the ability to upload a file, strip it, and
then sell that strip as a pay-per-view to a given set of people. They're slowly rolling out other features, such as the ability to
combine strips of a comic into a series, and the ability to upload your own completed comics and sell them, as well. Their

support page has a list of the few (so far, I'm not aware of any) clients they're using to handle the uploaded content, but they do
state that it's a straight port of their website to the client, with no modification to the client software. I'd assume any clients they
use would be designed for that purpose. A: I actually don't think the term'mashup' would really apply to this particular concept

as it is not just a mashup of one content with another. However, there are a number of terms that might fit. Not only is it
'immersive', but it is 'pervasive'. It's not quite 'a web-comic' (that is, it isn't just posted on a website and requires no knowledge

of webcomics), but it IS posted on a website. For this specific case, though, I would expect something more akin to 'comic book
club', but it's not limited to one particular content. (The data structure behind the different webcomics/webcomic libraries/etc is
another question entirely, and might be the subject of another question, or a site that aggregates the entire space, since it's by no
means the only space. This question is not about that at all) 'Social publishing' also seems to fit, since it is not a traditional 'web
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A mobile app, built on the Google play services platform, which enables and optimizes the distribution of comic based content
in social media and mobile application.  KEYLOOK Description: A search engine for comic book websites.  KeyLook crawls

the internet for comic book related sites and stores them in a database. An Android app with an in-app browser which connects
to the database.  KEYCOOL Description: A search engine for comic book and movie websites. KEYCOMM Description: A

mobile app that enables users to create, view and share comic content, and to purchase and read comics.  KEYOTHER
Description: A mobile application that enables users to read, watch and purchase movies and TV shows, and that offers

recommendations on additional content.  BACKGROUND KEYRISK Description:  COMIC WORDS:  KEYRISK’s aim is to
connect and bring together people with shared interests in comics and related media.  To do this we must first

categorize the type of content we are looking to bring together – this is how we will be able to define keywords that will help us
find each other. We can also find content that we could share among each other through keywords, and to do that we need to kn
ow what types of words are popular. We can then take those words, or lists of them, and connect the people in our network who
are interested in the same content.  It’s important to learn what interests people so we can narrow down the data to what people s

hare online.  I think we could include all of the above. I also want to build the product as soon as possible.  I want to start
collecting user ideas as early as possible.  I want to have a working prototype in 1-2 months and then develop the product further

over the next 2-4 months. I really appreciate 81e310abbf
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- Create your own full-color comics. - Be published by a selected comic publisher. - Sell and trade your comics to others. -
Receive rewards based on the market value of your creations. ![image](./app-banner.png) What's New in this Version
-------------------------- - Added the rest of the comic credits and page descriptions. - Made a couple of additions and corrections
to the Settings page. - Added a new Read More link to avoid long page breaks. - Added several assets to the catalog. How to
Install -------------- **Scripter** - Click **Add to Script**. **End-User** - Click **Add to Script** and select **Install**.
**Note:** Start **Add to Script** first. Then, close ScriptCaster. After the installation is complete, restart the app. Technical
Details ----------------- - **Security** - App is free and it requires no signing in, but there is a 2K total payment to vendors. -
**Mobile Versions** - Only supports iPhone and Android. - **Run Time** - App requires iOS 5.0 and up. - **Localization**
- App is available in English, Spanish, French and Italian. - **Bugs** - You can report any bugs to us in  - **Source** -
Screenshots ----------- ![image](./app.png) Changelog -------- - **0.2.0** - Added a new Settings page. - Added several new
assets to the catalog. - Added a number of improvements to the page. - **0.1.0** - Added initial configuration. - Added
ScriptCaster. - Added a Settings page. - Added several new assets to the catalog. - Added some improvements to the page.
Credits -------
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Description of application: The application is a web-based app.  Projected Team Size: This project is expected to take two
people to complete. Skills Needed: • Knowledge of node.js and MySQL • HTML, CSS, JavaScript and Adobe Flash knowledge
is required ------ MUST BE...     LOCAL WORKER & CO-FOUNDER ------ PROPOSED DEADLINE:     CURRENT
DEADLINE:     MY TIME:     FREE TIME:     OTHER TASKS / EXPECTED PAY:     INTERESTED?     If you are interested
in this position, send me a message via my contact page. Please Note: Graphic.ly is an extremely time intensive and rewarding
project so I am only looking for a few select individuals. If you do not feel your skills are up to this project and will give me
ample time to correct you, I will be sure to let you know immediately. ------ You would receive a full detailed project
description, pay estimate, terms, and the opportunity to become the co-founder and co-owner of a startup company from the
comfort of your home. ------ Please understand, I do not hire via the internet as I do not want to have to disclose my personal
information to a complete stranger. I am not looking for a project co-founder, just a contractor. As a contractor, you will
receive an hourly rate and only be responsible for producing results for your client. ------ I do not participate in CL. I ask only
for clear, specific, communication. ------ Thanks and good luck! Email: jthorn@teensinthenews.com ====== Attachment:
Quote: All applicants must have a MVC written app ready for production. ~~ Terms & Conditions: You will work with me only
on this project. All applicants must have a MVC written app ready for production. ~~ If you do not feel your skills are up to this
project, I will notify you immediately. I do not use the freelance platform to hire because I do not want to have to disclose my
personal information to a
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System Requirements For Graphic.ly:

Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 64-bit OSX 10.9.3 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i3 @ 2.4 GHz or above Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 DirectX: Version 11 Hard Drive: 300 MB available space Game Size: ~12 GB Additional
Information: (This is the original one I made a couple of years ago. If you have it installed, please do not delete the original
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